
#

26

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6010 210 4.39 N/A 32 8 5/8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 22

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Quickness/ Burst, Hands, Vision/Tempo on Zone Runs, Open Field Playmaking

WORST

RB

Zone running scheme where he can utilize his vision and burst to take advantage of 
vertical rushing lanes and can utilize his receiving and open field playmaking as a 
receiver on 3rd downs.

2015 - Right Hamstring (Preseason, No Missed Time), Ribs (Missed Week 3-4), 
Concussion (Missed Week 16-17), 2016 - Right Hamstring (Missed Week 8-11), Right 
Ankle (Left Super Bowl) 2017 - Concussion (Missed Week 15), 2018 - Groin (No Missed 
Time)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

4th year running back who spent 2018 as his 2nd season in Steve Sarkisian’s primarily Zone running scheme,
where he was asked to execute Zone runs, pass protect, and regularly run routes from the backfield and from
a WR alignment. Possesses a lean, slight frame with very good athletic ability on display in his very good
quickness and agility, solid balance, and good explosiveness. Solid competitive toughness, showing a raised
desire in key situations and when attempting to fight through contact. Good pre-snap processing to recognize
prospective rushing lanes based on defenders alignments. Good post-snap vision, tempo, and mental
processing on Outside Zone runs, reading bounce/bang/bend and diagnosing defenders initial movement and
allowing his blockers to clear lanes before committing to the path of least resistance or creating horizontally
with very good lateral quickness and jump cuts. Solid post-snap vision and tempo on Power and Counter runs,
setting up defenders with patience and allowing pullers to kick out or log the POA defender before planting
and cutting upfield. Good post-snap processing and tempo on Duo and Inside Zone runs, allowing his OL to
reset the LOS before cutting tightly off his blockers hips. Good decision making and good processing ability
throughout his runs, recognizing defenders leverage and anticipating holes before they open, with an ability
to chain lateral cuts together through traffic and get into the open field due to fluid hips and very good agility.
Very good burst, with the ability to plant and cut vertically in an instant, showing the ability to squeeze
through small holes, burst past shedding defenders attempting to reach for him, and explode towards the

edge when he reads bounce on Outside Zone runs and pitches as well as the ability to reach a 3rd gear to break

defenders angles in the open field and separate from defenders at the 2nd level. Good route runner out of the
backfield and from the slot/out wide, taking advantage of defenders leverage on Option routes out of the
backfield, sitting down in holes against Zone coverage, and setting defenders up through his stem before
selling a break and getting vertical with good explosiveness and fluid hips. Very good receiving ability, with
the ability to adjust his body to off target balls and gather effortlessly with soft hands before turning into a

runner after the catch, showing very good ability to gain yards after the catch and in the 2nd level as a runner,
recognizing open field blockers and defenders leverage to weave in and out of defenders with fluid
movements and subtle quick twitch cuts. Solid finisher in the open field, with good body control and
quickness to evade arm tackles and make himself a hard target to land a solid hit on as well as the ability to
time a forward jump to maximize his finish. Solid initial pass protector, showing solid competitive toughness
with good mental processing to locate his target, square up, and either cut down a blitzer or land a solid hit to
neutralize defenders initial pass rush. Adequate ability to maintain burst throughout drastic horizontal cuts,
overextending his lower body and losing his footing and balance. Adequate contact balance at the LOS and in
traffic due to adequate play strength and frame, will not push piles or truly break through tacklers who have
him wrapped up. Adequate pass protector on longer drops where he is asked to sustain blocks or when the
QB holds on to the ball due to adequate play strength needed to anchor and lack of technique to mirror
rushers horizontally. Adequate ball security making him susceptible to punches and rips when stood up or
cutting away from defenders. Overall he is a starting RB you can win with due to his burst, receiving ability,
and open field playmaking ability. Best suited for a Zone running scheme where he can utilize his vision and
burst to take advantage of vertical rushing lanes and can utilize his receiving and open field playmaking as a
receiver on 3rd downs. Can not be asked to regularly anchor in pass protection, get tough yards in short down
and distance situations, and should be supplemented with a larger back who can help him handle a large
workload due to adequate frame and play strength.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

61
Games Started

20
Games Won

Pass Protection, Contact Balance, Ball Security

PROJECTION Starting RB you can win with due to his burst, receiving ability, and open field playmaking 
ability. Can not be asked to regularly anchor in pass protection, get tough yards in short 
down and distances or handle a large workload due to frame and play strength.

2018: vs CAR 9/16, vs NO 9/23, vs CIN 9/30, @WAS 11/4, vs. ARI 12/16

34
Winning %

56%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Set career highs in snaps, rushing yards (800) and yards per carry (4.8) as well as tying a 
career high with 5 receiving TDs in 2018 due to injury to DeVonta Freeman. Also posted 
4 rushing TDs and 276 receiving yards, bringing his career totals to 3556 yards from 
scrimmage and 32 total touchdowns. Has 7 fumbles in 4 years.
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Coleman, Tevin
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

3 Down RB
DOB (Age)

4-16-94 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Scott, Austin

TEAM


